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Electromagnetic cloaking devices that render objects
invisible are now an active research subject, a develop-
ment that has understandably aroused considerable in-
terest among researchers, the military, and the general
public. The basic idea of cloaking is a device that guides
incoming light around an interior region such that the
light emerges as if it had propagated through empty
space; any object in the interior region is thereby ren-
dered invisible. In a paper appearing in Physical Review
Letters, Yun Lai and colleagues at the Hong Kong Uni-
versity of Science and Technology present a theoretical
design for cloaking that is far less intuitive than this sim-
ple picture [1]. In their design, the object to be hidden is
placed at a specific position in the vicinity of a new type
of cloaking device that is tailor-made for the object. At
this position, and only at this position, both object and
cloak become invisible. In practice, this “cloaking at a
distance” would be severely limited, but it is another ex-
ample of how geometrical ideas can reveal strange pos-
sibilities.

The original cloaking recipes [2, 3] used coordinate
transformations of Maxwell’s equations as a design tool.
In simple terms: they introduced a material medium
that, as regards electromagnetism, makes light bend in a
curved path around a “hole.” The path that the light fol-
lows is the same that would be expected if Maxwell’s
equations were transformed to a different coordinate
system. Anything placed in this hole is inaccessible to
electromagnetism and thus is hidden, but if the trans-
formation ultimately maps the coordinate system back
to itself at some distance from the hole, then the solu-
tions beyond that distance are the same as if the mate-
rial were not there—the material (cloak), the hole, and
anything inside the hole are invisible.

Mathematically, the coordinate transformation pro-
duces a singularity, which in real space shows up as an
infinite phase velocity for the light at the boundary of
the hole. Phase velocities faster than the speed of light
in vacuum are possible, but only in dispersive materials
where the optical behavior changes significantly with

frequency. In practice, these severe demands mean that
the cloak will only operate at a single frequency and in
the first experimental realization of this idea, the cloak
worked only at a microwave frequency [4]. More re-
cently, theorists have figured out ways to overcome the
need for infinite phase velocities [5].

In the last few years, Graeme Milton, Nicolae
Nicorovici, and collaborators [6–8] have studied a type
of cloaking at a distance where point dipoles outside of
the cloak are hidden. In contrast, Lai et al.’s new theory
works for objects of arbitrary size and shape [1]. Their
approach to cloaking again exploits the equivalence be-
tween making a coordinate transformation and intro-
ducing a certain type of optical material. In this case, the
transformation is a folding of a spatial coordinate back
on itself, for example x → x′ = −x. This kind of trans-
formation is equivalent [9] to introducing a medium
with a negative refractive index (sometimes called left-
handed media) in which an entering light ray is bent
(refracted) in the “wrong direction.” The classic exam-
ple [10] corresponds to the simple transformation above
and gives permittivity and permeability ε′ = µ′ = −1
(in empty space ε = µ = 1), but a general folding trans-
formation will give negative ε′ and µ′ that vary in space.

In a medium of refractive index n, light experiences
a distance s as an effective distance—called an optical
path length—given by ns. Thus a transformation that
folds back on itself gives rise to a negative optical path
length. To see that the optical path length is negative,
consider the transformation x′ = −x, applied to the re-
gion 0 < x < L in Fig. 1. This folds x = L back onto
x = −L, so these two planes become optically equiva-
lent. The region −L < x < 0 of overlap is exactly equiv-
alent to a material with ε′ = µ′ = −1, which cancels out
a slab of empty space of the same thickness [9]: As light
moves from 0 to −L the negative-index material “un-
does” the propagation from L to 0 so that the light ends
up exactly as it was at L.

This optical cancellation property of the folding trans-
formation can also be used to cancel an object. Con-
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FIG. 1: (a) The slab of empty space 0 < x < L is optically
cancelled by a slab of negative-index material in −L < x < 0.
(b) The same cancellation effect works with an object in 0 <
x < L, if the negative-index slab contains an anti-object. (c) A
spherical shell b < r < c is optically cancelled by a negative-
index shell a < r < b. If the core r < a is optically equivalent to
a sphere of radius c, then this device is invisible. (d) The same
as (c) but with an object in the cancelled shell b < r < c. The
object is cloaked: both it and the cloaking sphere are invisible.
(Alan Stonebraker, adapted from [1])

sider an object, with permittivity εob and permeability
µob, within a distance L from the same slab [Fig. 1]. The
transformation x′ = −x in the region 0 < x < L gives a
negative-index slab as before, but the transformation of
Maxwell’s equations in the object produces an effective
material with permittivity −εob and permeability −µob,
as shown in [Fig. 1]. The cancellation argument holds as
before, so we now have a left-handed slab that will opti-
cally cancel a slab of empty space containing the object.
The part of the slab with permittivity −εob and perme-
ability −µob functions as an “anti-object”.

In their description of cloaking at a distance, Lai et
al. switch to spherical coordinates and perform the fold-
ing transformation on the radial coordinate. Figure 1
shows how one can design a cloak that optically can-
cels a spherical shell of empty space. The transformation
folds the shell b < r < c onto the shell a < r < b, mean-
ing space is also compressed in the transformation. This
results in an inhomogeneous shell with negative ε′ and
µ′. The region from r = a to r = c now has zero optical
length, but for cloaking we require something that be-
haves optically like empty space, not like the absence of
space. This is remedied by filling the central core r < a
with a material of permittivity ε′′ and permeability µ′′

that has the optical path length of an empty sphere of
radius c. The device now behaves optically as empty
space and is therefore invisible. Finally, we can imagine
placing an object in the empty shell b < r < c and use
the folding transformation to obtain an anti-object in the
left-handed shell [Fig. 1]. The object and the sphere are
now invisible, provided the actual object is placed in the
exact location where it is mapped onto the anti-object by
the folding transformation.

Lai et al.[1] have confirmed their design by numeri-
cal simulations. A more conventional description of this
cloaking effect is that the scattered light from the object
and the device interfere destructively. But this conven-
tional picture has its own cloaking effect: it completely
hides the simple geometry operating behind the scenes.

The cloaking recipe described here only works in a
stationary regime, where the light can explore and ad-
just to the entire region of cloak plus object: there is
no spooky action at a distance. Moreover, this effect
could only be implemented in a very limited way. Left-
handed media can be constructed using modern meta-
materials [11], but a given device functions only in a nar-
row bandwidth and losses are a major problem. Never-
theless, the work described here is another example of
how clever thinking about geometry and new materi-
als are inspiring a new approach to optics (see [12] for
a review). While the major practical impact of these de-
velopments will probably be in rather mundane devices,
the full richness of this new terrain needs to be explored.
Even in the 21st century, classical optics still has some
magic left.
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